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Natural Fibres Fashion Parades presented by  
Moët & Chandon
When: 11.30am, 12.30pm, 1.30pm & 2.30pm daily 
Where: Fashion Stage (G-13) 
This year’s Natural Fibres Fashion Parades will transport audiences to 
a whimsical winter wonderland, in a new Enchanted Winter theme.

The parades, directed by Laura Churchill for the second year, will 
champion Queensland fashion, with a fresh line-up of 26 women’s and 
menswear designers (18 of which are new to Ekka) showcasing the 
natural materials of cotton, wool, silk and leather. 

The brand new set design will provide a spectacular ice forest themed 
backdrop to showcase Queensland’s natural fibre fashion.

Other new additions to the long-running parades include a lingerie 
designer segment, an extra show each day of Ekka and daily ‘Meet 
a Model’ sessions after each parade where fashion lovers can be 
photographed with a featured model and designer outfit. The student 
design competition and educational Fibre to Fashion Conversation 
Series will return to the program for the second year.

The spectacular show will open with a stand-out winter themed 
collection lead by one of the state’s most exciting up and coming 
designers, Year 12 Brisbane student Connor O’Grady.

This year marks the 27th year of the Natural Fibres Fashion Parades 
which is Ekka’s most glamorous event.

The designers: 
n Gail Sorronda

n White Label Noba

n Darb Bridal Couture

n Tengdahl

n Lazygirl Lingerie x Missy Noir 

n Irma J Smith

n Pia du Pradal

n Living Silk

n Nelson Molloy

n Jordan Hewitt

n Bora

n Annalisse Designs

n Silk Ilk 

n Jericho Road Clothing

Twelve student designers will also be  
chosen to feature in the parades. 

Fibre to Fashion Conversation Series Schedule
The Fibre to Fashion Conversation Series will be hosted by Laura 
Churchill on the Fashion Stage at 12pm. 

August 11: Fashion lecturer, mentor and creative Carla Van Lunn will 
record her Fashion Wayfinder podcast live

August 12: 17 year old designer and school student Connor O’Grady 
will talk about his early start in fashion at the age of eight and his 
successful career since

August 15: Up-cycling fashion design artist and natural fibre advocate 
Jonathan Pampling, aka Athan Jon, will get the audience thinking 
outside the box 

August 18: Designer panel discussion with Ringers Western and WS 
Workshop 

Fashions on the Field presented by Moët & 
Chandon
When: 9am-12.30pm Monday 13 August.  
Winners will be announced at 11.30am.
Where: Main Arena (L-8) 
Returning for its third year with four brand new categories, the 
Fashions on the Field Competition presented by Moët & Chandon will 
see stylish men and women jockeying for more than $17,000 in prizes.

Held on Thoroughbred Day, the competition will now offer a Best 
Dressed Junior (15-17 years) class, along with three classes for 
Strappers and Stewards. 

In a showcase of style not to be missed, the entrants will strut their 
stuff for a panel of prestigious circuit judges including Brisbane’s 17 
year old fashion prodigy Connor O’Grady, bespoke millinery designer 
Anna Lukyanova, Queen Street Pandora store owner Kurt Crowther 
and 2016 winner and racing fashion royalty Milano Imai.

The judging panel will score the fashion savvy entrants on a number 
of standard race-wear criteria before crowning the winner from each 
category at 11.30am. 

The classes:   

n Best Dressed Lady (18-40 years) 

n Best Dressed Lady (40+ years) 

n Best Dressed Gentleman

n Best Headwear (unisex) 

n Best Dressed Junior (15-17 years) 

n Best Dressed Lady Strapper

n Best Dressed Gentleman Strapper

n Best Dressed Steward


